Ninth Annual Chuck Porter Duals
January 4, 2014
Knox College T. Fleming Fieldhouse

TEAM RECORDS
Upper Iowa University 4-0 (champion)
Wabash College 3-1 (runner-up)
Luther College 3-1 (second place match winner)
Augustana College 2-2
North Central College 2-2 (third place match winner)
Knox College 1-3 (fourth place match winner)
Hannibal-LaGrange University 1-3
Calumet College of St. Joseph 0-4

ROUND ONE TEAM SCORES
(POOL A)
Wabash College 57, Knox College 0
Luther College 27, North Central College 12
(POOL B)
Upper Iowa University 58, Hannibal-LaGrange University 0
Augustana College 45, Calumet College of St. Joseph 7

ROUND TWO TEAM SCORES
(POOL A)
North Central College 44, Knox College 5
Wabash College 26, Luther College 15
(POOL B)
Upper Iowa University 57, Calumet College of St. Joseph 0
Augustana College 51, Hannibal-LaGrange University 0
ROUND THREE TEAM SCORES
(POOL A)
Luther College 53, Knox College 0
Wabash College 33, North Central College 9
(POOL B)
Upper Iowa University 33, Augustana College 6
Hannibal-LaGrange University 24, Calumet College of St. Joseph 18

ROUND FOUR TEAM SCORES
Upper Iowa University 36, Wabash College 9 – 1st place match
Luther College 25, Augustana College 8 – 2nd place match
North Central College 40, Hannibal-LaGrange University 6 – 3rd place match
Knox College 34, Calumet College of St. Joseph 17 – 4th place match

ROUND ONE RESULTS

Wabash 55, Knox 0

125 – Robbie Carter (W) pinned Matt Sugai (K) 1:00
133 – Allen Betts (W) won by forfeit
141 – Pat Parham (W) def Esai Ponce (K) 4-1
149 – Nick Bova (W) won by forfeit
157 – Reece Lefever (W) pinned Eric Vogel (K) 1:54
165 – Josh Sampson (W) pinned Aaron Hoover (K) 2:02
174 – Connor Lefever (W) def Greg Ventris (K) MD 13-3
184 – Riley Lefever (W) pinned Matt Surprenant (K) :28
197 – Austin O’Neal (W) won by forfeit
285 – Ian Kelton (W) pinned Joe Chirbas (K) 1:52

Luther 27, North Central 12

125 – Garrett Wangsness (LC) def Nick Santos (NC) 6-2
133 – Evan Obert (LC) def Layten Binion (NC) 2-1
141 – Andrew Rodawold (NC) def Dakota Gray (LC) 6-0
149 – Nathan Segal (NC) pinned Cody Orr (LC) 2:33
157 – Josh Tardy (NC) def Blake Letney (LC) 5-1
165 – Garrett Bonte (LC) pinned Alex Vosburgh (NC) 2:20
174 – Jarid Groth (LC) def Erik Kirkman (NC) 6-1
184 – Jayden DeVilbiss (LC) pinned Vinnie Pizzo (NC) 1:41
197 – Nick Pearch (LC) def Casey Greenberg (NC) 7-3
285 – Conner Herman (LC) def Dylan Mahler (NC) MD 13-0
Upper Iowa 58, Hannibal-LaGrange 0

125 – Chris Paulus (UI) def Brady Sloup (HL) MD 15-2
133 – Tanner Schmidt (UI) pinned Caleb McElfresh (HL) 1:40
141 – Duane Richardson (UI) won by forfeit
149 – Edwin Cooper (UI) pinned Tyler Sonnabend (HL) 2:59
157 – Trevor Duke (UI) won by forfeit
165 – Dalton Westerlund (UI) pinned Jeremiah Reed (HL) 1:08
174 – Colbey Vance (UI) pinned Grant Godfrey (HL) 4:28
184 – Blake Sorensen (UI) won by forfeit
197 – Carl Broghammer (UI) pinned Konner Braughton (HL) 1:05
285 – Logan Hopp (UI) pinned Michael Wright (HL) :54

Augustana 45, CCSJ 7

125 – Jimmy Panozzo (AC) won by forfeit
133 – Sean McMahon (AC) def Anthony Hawkins (CCSJ) 2-1
141 – Isaiah Schaub (AC) won by forfeit
149 – Hector Ruiz (AC) won by forfeit
157 – Kevin Sundberg (AC) won by forfeit
165 – Connor Cummings (AC) won by forfeit
174 – Jordan Richardson (AC) won by forfeit
184 – Dennie Brown (CCSJ) def Dan Murray (AC) MD 11-3
197 – Eric Johnson (CCSJ) def Hunter Feraco (AC) 9-2
285 – John Schraidt (AC) pinned Scott Pitrowski (CCSJ) 1:03

ROUND TWO RESULTS

North Central 44, Knox 5

125 – Nick Santos (NC) pinned Matt Sugai (KC) :30
133 – Layten Binion (NC) won by forfeit
141 – Andrew Rodawold def Esai Ponce (KC) 7-3
149 – Nathan Segal (NC) won by forfeit
157 – Josh Tardy (NC) def Eric Vogel (KC) MD 11-2
165 – Alex Vosburgh (NC) def Kyle Heller (KC) MD 15-3
174 – Eric Kirkman (NC) def Greg Ventris (KC) 8-1
184 – Matt Surprenant (K) def Vinnie Pizzo (NC) by TF 16-1; 7:00
197 – Casey Greenberg (NC) won by forfeit
285 – Dylan Mahler (NC) pinned Joe Chirbas (KC) 4:30
**Wabash 26, Luther 15**

125 – Garrett Wangsness (LC) pinned Tommy Poynter (WC) 1:34
133 – Evan Obert (LC) pinned Robbie Carter (WC) 4:22
141 – Pat Parham (WC) def Dakota Gray (LC) 3-2
149 – Nick Bova (WC) def Cody Orr (LC) 7-3
157 – Reece Lefever (WC) def Blake Letney (LC) TF 18-3; 6:53
165 – Josh Sampson (WC) def Garrett Bonte (LC) 8-3
174 – Conner Lefever (WC) def Jarid Groth (LC) 5-1
184 – Riley Lefever (WC) pinned Jayden DeVilbiss (LC) 5:23
197 – Austin O’Neal (WC) def Nick Pearch (LC) 3-2
285 – Conner Herman (LC) def Ian Kelton (WC) 6-3

**Upper Iowa 57, CCSJ 0**

125 – Chris Paulus (UI) won by forfeit
133 – Lincoln Monroe (UI) def Anthony Hawkins (CCSJ) 6-2
141 – Jordan Roths (UI) won by forfeit
149 – Edwin Cooper (UI) won by forfeit
157 – Zak Benitz (UI) won by forfeit
165 – Dalton Westerlund (UI) won by forfeit
174 – Colbey Vance (UI) won by forfeit
184 – Blake Sorensen (UI) pinned Dennie Brown (CCSJ) 1:35
197 – Carl Broghammer (UI) pinned Eric Johnson (CCSJ) 2:35
285 – Logan Hopp (UI) pinned Scott Pitrowski (CCSJ) 2:48

**Augustana 51, Hannibal-LaGrange 0**

125 – Jimmy Panozzo (AC) def Brady Sloup (HL) MD 15-6
133 – Sean McMahon (AC) def Caleb McElfresh (HL) MD 16-4
141 – Isaiah Schaub (AC) won by forfeit
149 – Hector Ruiz (AC) def Tyler Sonnabend (HL) 4-3
157 – Kevin Sundberg (AC) won by forfeit
165 – Connor Cummings (AC) def Jeremiah Reed (HL) MD 23-9
174 – Jordan Richardson (AC) def Grant Godfrey (HL) by TF 16-0; 1:30
184 – Dan Murray (AC) won by forfeit
197 – Hunter Feraco (AC) pinned Connor Braughton (HL) 1:30
285 – John Schraidt (AC) pinned Mike Wright (HL) 1:48
ROUND THREE RESULTS

Luther 53, Knox 0

125 – Nick Scheffert (LC) pinned Matt Sugai (KC) :59
133 – Evan Obert (LC) won by forfeit
141 – Dakota Gray (LC) pinned Esai Ponce (KC) 3:55
149 – Cody Orr (LC) won by forfeit
157 – Blake Letney (LC) def Eric Vogel (KC) MD 10-0
165 – Hans Holkesvik (LC) pinned Aaron Hoover (KC) 1:30
174 – Nick Jazdzewski (LC) def Greg Ventris (KC) MD 8-0
184 – Justin Kreiter (LC) def Matt Surprenant (KC) 7-5
197 – Nick Pearch (LC) won by forfeit
285 – Clayton Jennings (LC) pinned Joe Chirbas 2:02

Wabash 33, North Central 9

125 – Tommy Poynter (WC) pinned Nick Santos (NC) 3:32
133 – Layten Binion (NC) def Robbie Carter (WC) 11-6
141 – Andrew Rodawold (NC) def Pat Parham (WC) 6-1
149 – Nick Bova (WC) def Nathan Segal (NC) 3-2
157 – Reece Lefever (WC) def Josh Tardy (NC) 4-1
165 – Josh Sampson (WC) pinned Alex Vosburgh (NC) 3:35
174 – Conner Lefever (WC) pinned Eric Kirkman (NC) :13
184 – Riley Lefever (WC) pinned Vinnie Pizzo (NC) 1:13
197 – Austin O’Neal (WC) def Casey Greenberg (NC) 9-3
285 – Dylan Mahler (NC) def Tre Taylor (WC)

Upper Iowa 33, Augustana 6

125 – Jimmy Panozzo (AC) def Mitch Funk (UI) 6-4
133 – Tanner Schmidt (UI) def Sean McMahon (AC) 5-3
141 – Duane Richardson (UI) def Isaiah Schaub (AC) 3-1
149 – Edwin Cooper (UI) def Hector Ruiz (AC) MD 12-1
157 – Kevin Sundberg (AC) def Trevor Duke (UI) 6-1
165 – Dalton Westerlund (UI) def Connor Cummings (AC) 3-2
174 – Colbey Vance (UI) def Jordan Richardson (AC) 7-2
184 – Blake Sorensen (UI) pinned Dan Murray (AC) 2:22
197 – Carl Broghammer (UI) def Hunter Feraco (AC) by TF 19-3; 6:09
285 – Logan Hopp (UI) pinned John Schraidt (AC) 2:09
Hannibal-LaGrange 24, CCSJ 18

125 – Brady Sloup (HL) won by forfeit
133 – Anthony Hawkins (CCSJ) def Caleb McElfresh (HL) 10-3
141 – double forfeit
149 – Tyler Sonnabend (HL) won by forfeit
157 – double forfeit
165 – Jeremiah Reed (HL) won by forfeit
174 – Grant Godfrey (HL) won by forfeit
184 – Dennie Brown (CCSJ) won by forfeit
197 – Eric Johnson (CCSJ) pinned Konner Braughton (HL) 3:40
285 – Scott Pitrowski (CCSJ) def Michael Wright (HL) 3-1

ROUND FOUR RESULTS

Upper Iowa 36, Wabash 9 (1st place match)

125 – Chris Paulus (UI) def Allen Betts (WC) by TF 16-0; 6:00
133 – Lincoln Monroe (UI) won by forfeit
141 – Jordan Roths (UI) pinned Pat Parham (WC) 4:47
149 – Edwin Cooper (UI) def Michael Venezia (WC) MD 12-4
157 – Reece Lefever (WC) def Zak Benitz (UI) 5-1
165 – Dalton Westerlund (UI) def Ethan Farmer (WC) 2-1
174 – Conner Lefever (WC) def Colbey Vance (UI) 7-5
184 – Riley Lefever (WC) def Blake Sorensen (UI) 7-6
197 – Carl Broghammer (UI) pinned Jake Barclay (WC) 1:55
285 – Logan Hopp (UI) pinned Ian Kelton (WC) 2:10

Luther 25, Augustana 8 (2nd place match)

125 – Garrett Wangsness (LC) def Jimmy Panozzo (AC) 10-3
133 – Evan Obert (LC) def Sean McMahon (AC) MD 13-0
141 – Isaiah Schaub (AC) def Dakota Gray (LC) 9-3
149 – Cody Orr (LC) def Kadmiel Smith (AC) 17-3
157 – Kevin Sundberg (AC) def Blake Letney (LC) 11-5
165 – Connor Cummings (AC) def Javier Reyes (LC) 5-2
174 – Jarid Groth (LC) def Jordan Richardson (AC) 6-3
184 – Jayden DeVilbiss (LC) def Dan Murray (AC) by TF 16-0; 6:35
197 – Nick Pearch (LC) def Hunter Feraco (AC) 3-1
285 – Conner Herman (LC) def Abe Duran (AC) 3-2
North Central 40, Hannibal-LaGrange 6 (3rd place match)

125 – Nick Santos (NC) def Brady Sloup (HL) 12-5
133 – Layten Binion (NC) def Caleb McElfresh (HL) by TF 21-6; 3rd period
141 – Andrew Rodawold (NC) won by forfeit
149 – Nathan Segal (NC) def Tyler Sonnabend (HL) 5-3
157 – Josh Tardy (NC) won by forfeit
165 – Alex Vosburgh (NC) def Jeremiah Reed (HL) 17-10
174 – Grant Godfrey (HL) pinned Eric Kirkman (NC) :38
184 – Vinnie Pizzo (NC) won by forfeit
197 – Casey Greenberg (NC) def Konner Braughton (HL) by TF 15-0; 3:30
285 – Dylan Mahler (NC) def Michael Wright (HL) 13-8

Knox 34, CCSJ 17 (4th place match)

125 – Matt Sugai (KC) won by forfeit
133 – Anthony Hawkins (CCSJ) won by forfeit
141 – Esai Ponce (KC) won by forfeit
149 – double forfeit
157 – Eric Vogel (KC) won by forfeit
165 – Aaron Hoover (KC) won by forfeit
174 – Greg Ventris (KC) won by forfeit
184 – Matt Surprenant (KC) def Dennie Brown (CCSJ) MD 9-0
197 – Eric Johnson (CCSJ) won by forfeit
285 – Scott Pitrowski (CCSJ) pinned Joe Chirbas (KC) 4:27